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Abstract—Due to the widespread use of positron emission
tomography (PET) in clinical practice, the potential risk of PET-
associated radiation dose to patients needs to be minimized. How-
ever, with the reduction in the radiation dose, the resultant images
may suffer from noise and artifacts that compromise diagnostic
performance. In this paper, we propose a parameter-transferred
Wasserstein generative adversarial network (PT-WGAN) for low-
dose PET image denoising. The contributions of this paper are
twofold: i) a PT-WGAN framework is designed to denoise low-
dose PET images without compromising structural details, and
ii) a task-specific initialization based on transfer learning is
developed to train PT-WGAN using trainable parameters trans-
ferred from a pretrained model, which significantly improves
the training efficiency of PT-WGAN. The experimental results
on clinical data show that the proposed network can suppress
image noise more effectively while preserving better image fidelity
than recently published state-of-the-art methods. We make our
code available at https://github.com/90n9-yu/PT-WGAN.
Index Terms—Deep learning, low-dose PET, task-specific ini-
tialization, transfer learning, image quality
I. INTRODUCTION
Positron emission tomography (PET) is an advanced imag-
ing device in the field of nuclear medicine and plays an
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important role in neurology [1], oncology [2], and cardiology
[3]. As a noninvasive tool, PET has many clinical applications,
such as cancer screening, tumor detection, tumor staging, and
monitoring of treatment responses and outcomes. For a PET
scan, a patient needs to be injected with a small amount
of a radioactive tracer, for example, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose
(FDG). The positrons emitted from it are annihilated almost
immediately in the patient body to emit paired γ photons. The
use of less radioactive tracer means less cost and less risk,
making PET scans safer for patients and staff. In recent years,
researchers have attempted to reduce the dose of radioactive
tracers used in PET scans [4]. PET dose reduction follows
the well-known guiding principle of ALARA (as low as rea-
sonably achievable) [5]. Due to various physical degradation
factors and low coincident photon counts detected, reducing
the dose of radioactive tracers significantly compromises the
final imaging quality. Therefore, advanced imaging technology
[6] and imaging algorithms [7] are desirable for denoising low-
dose PET images.
Existing PET image denoising algorithms can be divided
into two categories: iterative reconstruction algorithms and
image postprocessing algorithms. The iterative reconstruction
algorithm combines the statistical model of data with a reg-
ularization term over an image to suppress the noise in a
reconstructed image. For instance, Wang et al. [8] proposed
a patch-based regularization to preserve the edge of an image
in the iterative process to obtain high-quality PET images.
Ehrhardt et al. [9] proposed using randomized optimization for
PET reconstruction aided by a large class of nonsmooth priors.
Reader et al. [7] proposed a fast accurate iterative reconstruc-
tion (FAIR) method based on the expectation maximization-
maximum likelihood (EM-ML) technique. Xu et al. [10] pro-
posed utilizing total variation (TV) penalized with a uniform
interval constraint algorithm for medical image denoising.
With the development of multimodality imaging technology,
using anatomical prior information to guide PET reconstruc-
tion has become a popular research area. For example, Bland
et al. [11] proposed a magnetic resonance (MR)-guided kernel
method for low-dose PET reconstruction. Song et al. [12]
proposed an image deblurring and superresolution frame-
work for PET using anatomical guidance provided by high-
resolution MR images. The iterative reconstruction algorithm
shows an excellent denoising ability, but there are limitations
as well; for example, the iterative reconstruction algorithm is
computationally intensive and may induce additional artifacts.
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2On the other hand, image postprocessing after reconstruction is
computationally efficient compared to iterative reconstruction.
Over the past years, many excellent image postprocessing
algorithms have been proposed, such as image-guided filtering
for dynamic sinogram denoising [13], nonlocal means filtering
[14] and block-matching 3D filtering [15]. Although denoising
through image postprocessing may substantially improve the
image quality, oversmoothing and residual artifacts are often
observed in the denoised image.
Recently, deep learning has achieved extraordinary results in
the field of medical images, such as image segmentation [16]–
[19], image reconstruction [20]–[22], and image denoising
[23]–[25]. Generally, the statistical characteristic of noise in
medical images is complicated and difficult to model. Deep
learning can solve this problem well due to its powerful learn-
ing ability driven by big data. Therefore, deep learning-based
medical image noise reduction methods have led to state-
of-the-art results, clearly outperforming traditional methods,
as evidenced in [26]. For PET image denoising, the deep
learning-based method can be divided into two categories.
One category is only low-dose PET images as input (PET-
only model) [27], [28]. Gong et al. [27] proposed using a deep
neural network for PET denoising. The proposed network fine-
tuned the last few layers using real datasets after the pretrain-
ing by simulation datasets to overcome the data dependence.
Wang et al. [28] proposed using the generative adversarial
network (GAN) [29] to estimate high-quality normal-dose PET
images from the corresponding low-dose PET images. The
other category is PET images with additional MR images as
input (PET-MR model) [30]–[32]. Xiang et al. [30] proposed
a network with the combination of low-dose PET images and
T1-weighted MR images as input to estimate normal-dose PET
images. Chen et al. [32] proposed using multicontrast MR
images to exploit anatomical information for ultralow-dose
PET image denoising.
Currently, most of denoising methods are in the 2D domain,
which means that only 2D information is utilized. Given that
PET is a 3D imaging technology, experienced radiologists
usually observe many adjacent slices along the z-dimension
for clinical analysis. It is advisable to target 3D information
for low-dose PET image denoising. Shan et al. [33] proposed
a 3D convolutional encoder-decoder network for low-dose CT
transferred from a 2D trained network to achieve significant
denoising performance. The 3D network explores 3D con-
textual information, but it suffers from high computational
resource demand. The 2D network is computationally efficient.
However, it ignores the 3D information of PET images.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid 2D and 3D parameter-
transferred Wasserstein generative adversarial network (PT-
WGAN) for low-dose PET image denoising. It is a tradeoff be-
tween computational effectiveness and denoising performance.
The generator of PT-WGAN is designed for noise reduction,
and consists of 2D and 3D encoder-decoder structures. There
are typical convolution operators and deconvolution operators
in the encoder and decoder respectively. In the generator, we
first use 3D convolution operators and then use 2D convolution
operators to combine features in the 3D and 2D domains,
which bridges the gap between the 3D and 2D feature spaces
and saves computational resources. Convolution operators are
used to capture the abstraction of image contents while reduc-
ing noise and corruption. Deconvolution operators are then
used to recover image details. To reduce the training difficulty
of WGAN, we propose a task-specific initialization based on
transfer learning to stabilize the training process. First, we
use the mean squared error (MSE) as the loss function to
train the generator of the proposed network separately. In the
next training phase, we propose leveraging the task-specific
initialization instead of using the Xavier initialization [34].
Specifically, we use the parameters of the pretrained model
to initialize the generator. The experimental results on clinical
images show that the proposed network can suppress more
noise while preserving more details than three state-of-the-art
methods.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) A PT-WGAN framework with a hybrid structure of
2D and 3D encoder-decoder networks is designed for
low-dose PET image denoising. It maps the distribution
of low-dose PET image volumes to that of normal-
dose image volumes to reduce noise and retain as
many faithful details as possible. The proposed network
achieves a comparable denoising performance to that of
the pure 3D network, while the former uses only 50% of
the number of parameters of the latter. As a result, the
significantly reduced computational cost is beneficial in
clinical applications.
2) A task-specific initialization based on transfer learning
is proposed in the training process of PT-WGAN. It
reduces the training computational cost and difficulty
of the proposed network.
II. METHODS
A. Low-dose PET Denoising
Let V LD denote the low-dose PET image volume and V ND
denote the corresponding normal-dose image volume. The task
of the denoising process is to seek a function f that maps
the low-dose PET image volume to the normal-dose image
volume.
f : V LD → V ND. (1)
If we take V LD as a sample from the low-dose PET image
volume distribution PLD and V ND from the normal-dose
PET image volume distribution PND, then the function f can
be used to map samples from PLD into a certain denoised
distribution Pdenoised. We can make Pdenoised close to PND by
varying the function f . In other words, we treat the denoising
process as a converter that can move one data distribution to
another.
B. PT-WGAN
As shown in Eq. (1), the main task for low-dose PET
image denoising is to construct the function f . However,
it is an ill-posed problem and motivates us to leverage the
powerful nonlinear fitting ability of deep learning. Specifically,
we design a network named PT-WGAN to approximate f .
The introduction of PT-WGAN consists of two parts: net-
work structure and objective function.
31) Network Structure: The overall structure of the proposed
network is shown in Fig. 1 and has two parts.
LDPET
NDPET
DPETGenerator
Discriminator
LDPET: Low-dose PET image volumes
NDPET: Normal-dose PET image volumes
DPET: Denoised PET image volumes
Fig. 1. The overall structure of the proposed PT-WGAN network
The first part is the generator. The input and the output of the
generator are both image volumes. Although it has a similar
shape to RED-CNN [35] and RED-Net [36], the difference is
that it uses hybrid 2D and 3D convolution and deconvolution
operators instead of pure 2D or pure 3D convolution and
deconvolution operators. The purpose of doing so is to utilize
the 3D information in the PET image volume while saving
computational resources. The architecture of the generator is
shown in Fig. 2. There are ten layers in the generator, including
two 3D convolution layers, three 2D convolution layers, three
2D deconvolution layers, and two 3D deconvolution layers.
Except for the last layer, each layer consists of thirty-two
kernels. The last layer consists of one kernel. The kernel size
of the 3D convolution and deconvolution layers is 3×3×3. The
kernel size of the 2D convolution and deconvolution layers
is 3×3. The stride of the convolution and deconvolution is a
constant value of 1. To minimize the loss of information along
the z-dimension with inferior quality, zero-padding is used in
the 3D convolution and deconvolution layers. However, zero-
padding is neither used in the 2D convolution layers nor the
deconvolution layers for saving computational resources. The
size of the output of the network is kept the same as the size
of the input of the network. ReLU is used as the activation
function after each layer.
The 3D convolution layers are used in the generator to
extract the 3D feature maps in a PET image volume. After that,
2D convolution layers, instead of 3D convolution layers, are
used to handle the extracted feature maps. This approach main-
tains accuracy while saving computational resources. Note that
the output of the last 3D convolution layer is a 5D tensor while
the input to the following 2D convolution layer is a 4D tensor.
We split it along the z-dimension, which refers to the depth
of the image, to have nine 4D tensors and send them to the
following 2D convolution layer. After being processed by the
2D layers, the nine 4D tensors are concatenated along the z-
dimension to form a 5D tensor as the input to the following
3D deconvolution layer. The noise level is reduced after each
convolution layer. However, the image details may also be lost.
Although the deconvolution is introduced to compensate for
details, the deconvolution may not be effective in recovering
details when the network becomes deeper [36]. We introduce
a skip connection similar to that reported in [35], [36]. The
difference between our work and prior arts lies in that the
skip connection is expanded for the 3D domain. As shown in
Fig. 2, the output of the deconvolution layer is added to the
output of the mirrored convolution layer. The feature maps
passed by the skip connections preserve details, which helps
the deconvolution layers recover a clean image volume. In
addition, it is helpful for reducing the training difficulty caused
by gradient diffusion.
The second part is the discriminator. There are six layers
including four 3D convolution layers and two fully connected
layers. Leaky ReLU is chosen as the activation function for
the discriminator and is used for each layer except for the last
layer. Small 3×3×3 kernels are used in the discriminator. The
stride of the convolution layer is 2. The number of kernels and
outputs of each layer is shown in Table I.
TABLE I
NUMBER OF KERNELS AND OUTPUTS OF EACH LAYER OF THE
DISCRIMINATOR
Layer 1 2 3 4 5 6
# Kernel 64 128 256 512 1024 1
2) Objective Function: A typical WGAN consists of a pair
of networks: a generator G and a discriminator D described
above. G is designed to approximate the function f described
in Section II-A. The difference between the original GAN
[29] and WGAN [37] is the use of the Wasserstein distance
instead of the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence to compare
the data distributions. In this paper, we use the Wasserstein
distance to measure the difference between Pdenoised and PND.
WGAN-GP [38] introduced the gradient penalty to improve
the tractability of WGAN. Following [38], the adversarial loss
is defined as Eq. (2):
Ladv =EV ND∼PND [D(V ND)]− EV LD∼PLD [D (G(V LD))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Wasserstein Distance
+λgpEV̂ ‖∇V̂ D(V̂ )− 1‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
gradient penalty
(2)
where V̂ is a synthesis sample between real and fake samples;
i.e., V̂ =  ·V denoised+(1−) ·V ND =  ·G(V LD)+(1−) ·
V ND, where  follows a uniform distribution U : [0, 1]. ∇ is
the gradient operator. λgp denotes the weight of the gradient
penalty.
Given the noise in the normal-dose image volume, the
adversarial loss term tends to preserve it. However, the MSE
loss term can remove it partially. Therefore, we added the
MSE loss term into the training loss function. We optimized
the quality of the denoised image volume by adjusting the
tradeoff between the adversarial loss and MSE loss. The MSE
loss is defined as:
LMSE = E(V LD,V ND)‖G(V LD)− V ND‖2F (3)
In addition, the MSE loss helps to guarantee the pixelwise
similarity between the normal-dose image volume and the
denoised counterpart.
Therefore, the generator of the proposed PT-WGAN can be
optimized by minimizing the following mixed loss function:
43D Encoder 2D Encoder 2D Decoder 3D Decoder
Low-dose
PET
Denoised
PET
3D convolution: size 3×3×3, stride 1 3D deconvolution: size 3×3×3, stride 1
2D convolution: size 3×3, stride 1 2D deconvolution: size 3×3, stride 1
ReLU Skip connection: addition
Fig. 2. Structure of the generator of PT-WGAN
LG = −EV LD [D (G(V LD))] + λmLMSE (4)
where λm denotes the tradeoff hyperparameter for the MSE
loss.
Following [38], the discriminator can be optimized by
minimizing the following loss function:
LD =EV LD [D(G(V LD))]− EV ND [D(V ND)]
+ λgpEV̂ ‖∇V̂ D(V̂ )− 1‖2 (5)
C. Task-specific Initialization
Although the use of the Wasserstein distance and gradient
penalty reduces the GAN training difficulty, the convergence
problem in the training process is still not solved completely.
Transfer learning is generally defined as the ability of a system
to utilize knowledge learned from one task to another task
that shares some common characteristics [39]. Shan et al. [33]
proposed to transfer a pretrained CPCE-2D model to obtain a
CPCE-3D model, which improved the denoising performance
and reduced the training difficulty of CPCE-3D. It is obvious
that there are many common characteristics between networks
that have the same structure and task but are trained by the
different loss functions. The generator of the proposed network
is a simple CNN network that is designed to use a low-dose
PET image volume to generate a denoised image volume that
is as close to the corresponding normal-dose image volume
as possible, which can be trained by some common loss
functions, such as the L1-norm, MSE, and perceptual loss.
However, if we use the WGAN framework, the generator can
be trained by using the loss function defined as Eq. (2). Some
relations between the training process of WGANs and CNNs
can be used to improve the convergence ability of the WGAN.
In addition, the training process of a single CNN network is
simpler than that of WGAN. Therefore, we propose a task-
specific initialization based on transfer learning to train the
generator without the WGAN framework from the pretrained
model. It improves the efficiency of the pretrained process and
is also different from the work of Shan et al. [33].
First, we tried three loss functions, including the MSE loss,
structural similarity index matrix (SSIM) loss, and perceptual
loss, to train the generator individually. The MSE loss is
defined in Eq. (3). The SSIM loss is defined as the average of
the slicewise SSIM value calculated with the denoised image
volume and the corresponding normal-dose image volume, as
shown in Eq. (6).
LSSIM = 1
N
N∑
i=1
{
1− SSIM(V (i)denoised,V (i)ND)
}
(6)
where N denotes the number of slices in the image volume,
V denoised denotes the denoised image volume, V (i)∗ denotes
the i-th slice from the corresponding image volume, and
SSIM denotes the calculation operator of SSIM, as stated
in [40].
The perceptual loss is defined as the average of the slicewise
perceptual similarity value calculated with the denoised image
volume and the corresponding normal-dose image volume, as
shown in Eq. (7).
Lper = 1
N
N∑
i=1
‖φ(V (i)denoised)− φ(V (i)ND)‖2F (7)
where ‖ · ‖F represents the Frobenius norm, and φ(·) de-
notes the feature extractor; the VGG-19 model pretrained
on ImageNet has usually been used to extract perceptual
features. There are sixteen convolutional layers in VGG-19,
and we chose the output of the 16th convolutional layer as
the extracted perceptual feature. The images were fed into
VGG-19 after being normalized by a fixed mean and standard
deviation for extracting features.
Then, the parameters of the trained generator were used
instead of the Xavier initialization to initialize the generator in
the PT-WGAN joint training process [34]. This kind of task-
specific initialization is efficient since the training difficulty
of CNN is rather low, and it provides a good starting point
to prevent PT-WGAN from falling into mode collapse. This
improved the training stability of the proposed network.
5D. Experimental Setting
1) Data: Using a Neusoft NeuWise EWN ToF PET/CT
scanner, nine torso PET scan datasets were acquired from
nine patients, respectively, 90-110 mins after injection of fluo-
rodeoxyglucose (F-18) in 0.15 mCi/kg. Informed consent was
obtained from patients in compliance with the Institutional Re-
view Board approval. We reconstructed the complete raw PET
images from the normal-dose scans and the corresponding low-
dose PET images from the 20% uniform undersampled low-
dose PET scans. Both the normal-dose and low-dose images
were reconstructed using regular ordinary Poisson OSEM (OP-
OSEM) with correction using the vendors default algorithm.
The number of iterations used in OP-OSEM was set as 2, and
the number of subsets as 21. Each PET volume consists of
87 contiguous slices of 256 × 256 pixels. The axial FOV is
165.039 mm. The voxels are 2.734× 2.734× 1.897 mm3.
For training purposes, 169K volume patches of size 9×64×
64 were randomly extracted from seven scans of patients who
were randomly selected from this dataset. The remaining two
patients were used to test the denoising performance of the
trained models.
2) Hyperparameters: Similar to the training process of
other GANs, we separately trained the generator G and
discriminator D by fixing one and updating the other. The
numbers of steps for training the discriminator and generator
were 4:1. We used the Adam algorithm [41] to optimize the
proposed network. For the training from scratch, the hyperpa-
rameters of the Adam algorithm were set as α = 1.0× 10−4,
β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. For transfer learning, the hyperpa-
rameters of the Adam algorithm were set as α = 1.0× 10−5,
β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. The size of the mini-batch was
80. The number of epochs used for direct training was 40.
After transfer learning, the network was trained in only 10
epochs. The weight of the gradient penalty λgp was fixed at
10, as suggested in [38]. The networks were implemented in
Python 3.6 with TensorFlow 1.4 [42]. A NVIDIA GeForce
RTX 2080Ti GPU was used.
To determine the weighting parameter λm for the MSE loss
term in the objective function, we selected the parameter λm
from {0, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,∞}.
Note that parameter λm = 0 (λm = ∞) indicated that the
denoising model was only optimized with the adversarial
loss (MSE loss); otherwise, the denoising was optimized by
balancing these two losses. As this study is designed to meet
clinical needs, the radiologists evaluation was used as the
reference. We selected λm = 107 based on their feedback,
which was used in the following experiments.
E. Quantitative Evaluation Metric
Normalized root mean square error (NRMSE), peak signal-
to-noise ratio (PSNR), Riesz transform-based feature similarity
(RFSIM) index [43], and visual information fidelity (VIF) [44]
were chosen for evaluating the quality of the denoised image.
NRMSE is the root mean square error (RMSE) divided by
the range of the reference image, where RMSE is defined as
the square root of the MSE. The value of NRMSE is often
expressed as a percentage, where lower values indicate less
residual variance.
PSNR is a commonly used fidelity measure, which is related
to the MSE and can be expressed as the ratio between the
square of the maximum value MAX2I and the MSE value.
RFSIM proposed by Zhang et al. [43] is based on the
fact that the human vision system (HVS) perceives an image
mainly according to its low-level features at key locations,
such as edges, zero-crossings, corners, and lines. In other
words, most of the crucial information for the HVS to interpret
the scene is conveyed by a few key image points with salient
features. Since the 1st-order and 2nd-order Riesz transform
can efficiently extract several types of image low-level features
in a unified theoretical framework, RFSIM is computed by
comparing Riesz transform features at key locations between
the reference image and the denoised image. Concerning the
key locations, they are marked by a mask formed by the Canny
operator (without a thinning operation).
VIF proposed by Sheikh et al. [44] is an image quality
assessment method based on the information fidelity measure-
ment. It has been demonstrated that the visual quality of im-
ages is strongly related to relative information presented in the
images. Specifically, the information of the reference images
passes through the HVS channel to a human observer in the
absence of any distortions. It is assumed that the information
of the reference images has passed through another ”distortion
channel” before entering the HVS as the information of
the distorted images. VIF measurement is derived from the
quantification of two mutual information quantities. One is
the mutual information between the input and the output of
the HVS channel without the distortion channel. The other
is the mutual information between the input to the distortion
channel and the output of the HVS channel.
Compared with NRMSE and PSNR, RFSIM and VIF con-
sider the correlation between the image quality and human
visual perception. Theoretically, the denoised image with a
lower NRMSE, a higher PSNR, a higher RFSIM, and a higher
VIF presents higher quality.
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Ablation Experiment
The ablation experiment was designed to analyze the perfor-
mance of the low-dose PET image volume denoising network
from the following three aspects: the network structure, the
training loss function, and the training method. The details and
the quantitative metrics of the denoising results of the models
involved in the ablation experiment are shown in Table II.
1) Network structure: A PET image is a full 3D volume
composed of several 2D slices. The 3D network can capture
3D contexts effectively. However, the 3D network is arguably
both memory-consuming and less stable [45]. In addition,
the information in the 2D domain is as important as the
information in the 3D domain. The 2D network is better than
the 3D network in utilizing the information in the 2D domain.
In this experiment, we used the identical data and loss function
(MSE) to train the pure 2D network, the pure 3D network, and
the hybrid 2D and 3D network. The structure of the proposed
6TABLE II
THE DETAILS AND THE QUANTITATIVE METRICS OF DENOISING RESULTS OF THE MODELS INVOLVED IN THE ABLATION EXPERIMENT. FOR EACH
METRIC, WE MARK THE BEST IN BOLD.
Structure Loss Function Training Method PSNR NRMSE (%) RFSIM VIF
Low-dose - - - 46.148 2.916 0.541 0.555
Pure 2D network 2D LMSE Direct 54.551 1.126 0.745 0.676
Pure 3D network 3D LMSE Direct 55.171 1.035 0.760 0.724
Hybrid 2D and 3D network 2D&3D LMSE Direct 55.348 1.011 0.761 0.723
WGAN 2D&3D Ladv Direct 51.023 1.705 0.667 0.722
WGAN (MSE) 2D&3D Ladv + LMSE Direct 54.961 1.062 0.764 0.730
PT-WGAN (MSE) 2D&3D Ladv + LMSE Transfer 55.048 1.048 0.776 0.730
PT-WGAN (SSIM) 2D&3D Ladv + LMSE Transfer 54.919 1.067 0.758 0.724
PT-WGAN (Perceptual) 2D&3D Ladv + LMSE Transfer 54.954 1.061 0.760 0.726
hybrid 2D and 3D network is similar to that of the pure 2D
network and the pure 3D network; for example, it includes
mixed convolution and deconvolution operators and skip con-
nections between the corresponding layers. The difference is
the use of hybrid 2D and 3D convolutional operators instead
of pure 2D or pure 3D convolutional operators. For fairness,
we made the parameters of the pure 2D network and the pure
3D network equal by adjusting the number of kernels used
in the convolutional layer in the pure 2D network to forty-
eight. The numbers of parameters of the pure 2D network
and the pure 3D network were approximately 220,000. The
number of parameters of the hybrid 2D and 3D network was
approximately 110,000.
The quantitative analysis results of the denoised image on
the testing set and the details of the networks described above
are shown in Table II. They are labeled as Pure 2D network,
Pure 3D network, and Hybrid 2D and 3D network. As shown
in Table II, the metrics of all three networks’ denoised images
were improved compared with that of the low-dose images.
Moreover, the pure 3D network outperformed the pure 2D
network. The denoising performance gap between the pure
3D network and the hybrid 2D and 3D network was small;
however, the number of parameters of the hybrid 2D and 3D
network was half that of the pure 3D network, indicating the
proposed hybrid 2D and 3D structure was highly effective.
Fig. 3 shows an abdominal section for qualitative compar-
ison. As shown in Fig. 3, there is strong image noise in the
low-dose PET image. Compared to the desired normal-dose
PET image, some regions, for example, the liver and spleen,
of the low-dose PET image are fuzzier. It suggests that, with
a reduced dose, the reconstructed low-dose PET image has
inferior visibility compared to the normal-dose PET image. In
reference to the error map shown in Fig. 3, the denoising abil-
ity of the pure 3D network and the hybrid 2D and 3D network
was stronger than that of the pure 2D network. Commonly,
the normal liver and spleen are exhibit a heterogeneous mild
uptake that contains important texture information. As we can
see from the spleen marked by the blue arrow in Fig. 3, the
pure 3D network and the hybrid 2D and 3D network exhibit an
uptake level of the spleen in the denoised image that is closer
to the normal-dose image than that of the pure 2D network.
The denoising results of the pure 3D network and the hybrid
2D and 3D network recovered more uptake information. These
findings indicate the 3D information can boost the low-dose
PET image denoising since the number of parameters of the
pure 3D network are equal to that of the pure 2D network.
The proposed hybrid 2D and 3D network achieved comparable
performance to that of the pure 3D network. The reduction of
50% in the number of parameters in the proposed structure
decreased the computational cost significantly. Nevertheless,
the denoising performance of the hybrid 2D and 3D network
was not ideal since it oversmoothed the low-dose image and
led to a loss of texture information. This finding is attributed
to the cost of the use of the MSE-based objective function.
A region of interest (ROI) was marked by a red rectangle on
the liver. When focused on the ROI, oversmoothing reduces
the amount of clinically relevant information provided by the
denoised image shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, it is necessary to
find a more suitable training loss function for the low-dose
PET image denoising network.
Normal-dose Low-dose Pure 2D Pure 3D Hybrid 2D and 3D
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Fig. 3. Denoising results include the original image, the zoomed ROI marked
by the red rectangle on the liver image, and the error map of the pure 2D
network, the pure 3D network, and the hybrid 2D and 3D network. The
blue arrow indicates the spleen. The white arrow indicates the inferior vena
cava. PSNR and RFSIM are shown in the corresponding image. From left to
right: normal-dose image; low-dose image; the pure 2D network; the pure 3D
network; and the hybrid 2D and 3D network.
2) Training loss function: Given that the normal-dose PET
image contains noise, its use as the target may make the
GAN implicitly attempt to include a normal-dose level of
noise in the denoised image. Furthermore, only leveraging
the adversarial loss cannot guarantee the pixelwise similarity
between the two image volumes. In this experiment, we used
the identical data and three loss functions, including the MSE
loss, adversarial loss, and mixed adversarial and MSE loss, to
7train the network to verify the effect caused by the training
loss function.
The quantitative results of the denoised image on the testing
set and the details of the corresponding network are shown in
Table II. The network with the 2D and 3D hybrid structure
trained by only the MSE loss is labeled as the Hybrid 2D and
3D network in Table II. The network with the 2D and 3D
hybrid structure trained by only the adversarial loss is labeled
as WGAN in Table II. The network with the 2D and 3D hybrid
structure trained by the mixed adversarial loss and MSE loss
is labeled WGAN (MSE). The hybrid 2D and 3D network
achieved the highest PSNR and the lowest NRMSE as a result
of the MSE-based objective function. As described above,
however, it did not guarantee that the denoised images have
the best visual perception and texture similarity compared with
the normal-dose images. Therefore, the denoising ability of
WGAN was not ideal from the perspective of the quantitative
analysis. The reason for it was the sole use of the adversarial
loss. However, introducing the MSE loss term into the training
loss function yielded denoising results in the quantitative
evaluation of WGAN (MSE) that were much better than that of
WGAN. The metrics related to the human visual perception of
the denoising results of WGAN (MSE) were better than that of
the hybrid 2D and 3D network, indicating that the introduction
of the adversarial loss could improve the visual quality of the
denoised image. The combination of the adversarial loss with
the MSE loss was a feasible tradeoff between the denoising
effect and visual quality.
Fig. 4 shows an abdominal section for qualitative compar-
ison. The hybrid 2D and 3D network produced a denoising
result with a lower noise level than that of the WGAN and
WGAN (MSE). Nevertheless, the denoising results of WGAN
and WGAN (MSE) were substantially better based on visual
observation than that of the hybrid 2D and 3D network due
to the use of the MSE loss. This finding is attributed to
the manner in which MSE guides the mapping from a low-
dose image to the normal-dose counterpart, and at the same
time smooths a low-dose image to blur noise and details.
However, it may oversmooth the resultant image. The zoomed
ROI in Fig. 4 shows that oversmoothing seriously erased the
tissue texture in the image denoised by the hybrid 2D and
3D network. In contrast, the results denoised by WGAN and
WGAN (MSE) kept more tissue textures since the adversarial
loss mitigates the problem by forcing the denoised image
to have a distribution of visual characteristics (for example,
sharpness) similar to that of the normal-dose image.
Furthermore, combining the adversarial loss with MSE
loss suppressed the generated artifacts effectively. As the
skin marked by the red arrow in Fig. 4 shows, an obvious
artifact can be observed in the denoising result of WGAN.
It was suppressed in the denoising result of WGAN (MSE)
significantly. In summary, the combination of the adversarial
loss and MSE loss was a more suitable choice for low-dose
PET image denoising.
3) Training method: Although GAN is a powerful tool
for generating high-quality denoised images, the extensive
computational cost and unstable convergence characteristic
raise the its threshold. This experiment was designed to verify
Normal-dose Low-dose WGAN WGAN (MSE)Hybrid 2D and 3D
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Fig. 4. Denoising results include the original image, the zoomed ROI marked
by the red rectangle on the liver image, and the error map of the network
trained by only the MSE loss (Hybrid 2D and 3D network), the network
trained by only the adversarial loss (WGAN), and the network trained by
the mixed adversarial loss and MSE loss (WGAN (MSE)). The blue arrow
indicates the spleen. The white arrow indicates the inferior vena cava. PSNR
and RFSIM are shown in the corresponding image. From left to right: normal-
dose image; low-dose image; Hybrid 2D and 3D network; WGAN; and
WGAN (MSE).
the effect of the proposed task-specific initialization based on
transfer learning.
In this experiment, we used three loss functions, including
the MSE, SSIM, and perceptual loss, to separately train the
generator of PT-WGAN first. Then, we used the proposed task-
specific initialization to initialize the generator. The network
directly trained by the mixed adversarial and MSE loss is
labeled as WGAN (MSE) in Table II. The networks transferred
from the pretrained model trained by the MSE loss, SSIM
loss, and perceptual loss are labeled as PT-WGAN (MSE),
PT-WGAN (SSIM), and PT-WGAN (Perceptual), respectively,
in Table II. Among them, PT-WGAN (MSE) was transferred
from the abovementioned hybrid 2D and 3D network. The
quantitative analysis results of the denoised image on the
testing set and the details of the corresponding network are
shown in Table II. In reference to the quantitative analysis
metrics shown in Table II, the denoising performance of PT-
WGAN (MSE) was slightly better than that of WGAN (MSE).
In this study, each pretrained model took 30 epochs to
converge. The generator pretrained by the MSE loss, SSIM
loss, and perceptual loss required 445 s, 500 s, and 705 s per
epoch, respectively. However, the generator trained directly in
the WGAN framework required 1,290 s to finish one epoch.
The network that leveraged the task-specific initialization only
required approximately 10 epochs to achieve the same denois-
ing performance as that of the network trained from scratch
after 40 epochs. As shown in Fig. 5, training the network
via task-specific initialization based on the network pretrained
by the MSE loss can save 50% of the computational time
in this case. In addition, it effectively avoids the divergence
problem in the training process of GAN. In our experiments,
we trained WGAN (MSE), PT-WGAN (MSE), PT-WGAN
(SSIM), and PT-WGAN (Perceptual) ten times. Among them,
WGAN (MSE) failed to converge four times. PT-WGAN
(MSE), PT-WGAN (SSIM), and PT-WGAN (Perceptual) did
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Fig. 5. Training time of WGAN (MSE), PT-WGAN (MSE), PT-WGAN
(SSIM), and PT-WGAN (Perceptual). Let “Direct” denote the training time
of a network trained by the mixed adversarial and MSE loss, and “Pretrain
(MSE), Pretrain (SSIM), Pretrain (Perceptual)” denote the training time of
a network pretrained by the MSE loss, SSIM loss, and perceptual loss,
respectively.
not diverge. The best results are in Table II. The proposed task-
specific initialization helps obtain a satisfactory GAN model.
Considering the computational efficiency and the denoising
effect, we selected PT-WGAN(MSE) as the best model in this
study.
B. Comparison Experiment
To demonstrate the denoising performance of the proposed
PT-WGAN (MSE), we also trained three recently published
state-of-the-art methods include RED-CNN [35], DCNN [46],
and CPCE-3D [33].
The RED-CNN proposed by Chen et al. [35] is a CNN.
For the network structure, it leverages the combination of
2D convolution and deconvolution operators and introduces
additional shortcut connections to avoid gradient diffusion
while helping the network recover details. The training loss
function is MSE loss. The training method employs training
from scratch.
The DCNN proposed by Xu et al. [46] is also a CNN.
For the network structure, it uses a modified U-net structure.
Shallow and deep features are concatenated to improve the
fitting ability of the DCNN. The DCNN is the only network
of the three considered networks that uses pooling layers since
the number of convolution kernels used is large. The training
loss function is the L1-norm. Similar to the RED-CNN, it is
also trained from scratch.
The CPCE-3D proposed by Shan et al. [33] is a WGAN.
For the network structure, it expands the image denoising
from the 2D domain to the 3D domain. The CPCE-3D is
also a hybrid 2D and 3D network. Similar to the DCNN,
shallow and deep features are concatenated together in the
CPCE-3D. The difference is that the CPCE-3D introduces
external 2D convolution layers with a 1 × 1 kernel after
feature concatenation for feature dimension reduction. The
training loss function is implemented with mixed adversarial
and perceptual loss functions. For the training method, it is
trained by initializing the parameters of the CPCE-3D from a
pretrained CPCE-2D network.
The quantitative comparison of the denoising performance
of different networks is shown in Table III. As the abdomen
and bone are common locations of various primary and
metastatic tumors, abdominal and skeletal PET scans are of
extreme importance in clinical practice. Therefore, we selected
two slices consisting of abdominal parenchymal organs (liver
and spleen), and bone (vertebral body) to show the denoising
performance of different networks, which are shown in Figs.
6 and 7. Composed of rich blood sinus, the normal liver
and spleen frequently exhibit a heterogeneous mild uptake.
Similarly, the vertebral body contains abundant trabecular
tissues that divide the marrow tissue and typically have a
heterogeneous mild uptake. In our study, we implement the
denoising method to recover the organ uptake information
while providing pixelwise texture similarity with the normal-
dose image.
As we can see in Table III, each metric of the denoising
results of the RED-CNN and DCNN was better than that
of the low-dose image. It means that the RED-CNN and
DCNN approaches significantly improved the quality of the
low-dose image. However, the RED-CNN did not recover
enough organ uptake information. As we can see in the spleen
marked by the blue arrow in Fig. 6, there is still a large
difference compared to the normal-dose image. Meanwhile,
the RED-CNN seriously erased the tissue texture, as shown in
the zoomed ROI on the liver in Fig. 6. Although the DCNN
recovered more organ uptake information than did the RED-
CNN, oversmoothing is still observed in the denoising results.
As revealed in the zoomed ROI images in Figs. 6 and 7, many
tissue textures were lost in the denoising results of the DCNN.
Compared with the RED-CNN and DCNN, the CPCE-3D
obtained better quantitative metrics, especially regarding RF-
SIM and VIF, indicating that the denoised images of CPCE-3D
had a better visual performance. In reference to the error map
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the CPCE-3D approach suppressed
TABLE III
DETAILS AND THE QUANTITATIVE METRICS OF DENOISING RESULTS OF THE MODELS INVOLVED IN THE COMPARISON EXPERIMENT. FOR EACH METRIC,
WE MARK THE BEST IN BOLD.
Structure Loss Function Training Method PSNR NRMSE (%) RFSIM VIF
Low-dose - - - 46.148 2.916 0.541 0.555
RED-CNN 2D LMSE Direct 51.922 1.503 0.656 0.656
DCNN 2D L1 Direct 50.328 1.770 0.654 0.675
CPCE-3D 2D&3D Ladv + Lper Transfer 54.253 1.147 0.754 0.724
PT-WGAN (MSE) 2D&3D Ladv + LMSE Transfer 55.048 1.048 0.776 0.730
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PSNR:41.529
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Fig. 6. Denoising results include the original image, the zoomed ROI marked by the red rectangle on the liver image, and the error map image of different
networks. The blue arrow indicates the spleen. The white arrow indicates the inferior vena cava. PSNR and RFSIM are shown in the corresponding image.
From left to right: normal-dose image; low-dose image; RED-CNN; DCNN; CPCE-3D; and PT-WGAN (MSE)
more noise than did the RED-CNN and DCNN approaches. In
regard to the vertebral body marked by the blue arrow shown
in Fig. 7, the uptake information shown in the denoised image
of CPCE-3D is relatively closer to that shown in the normal-
dose image among these network comparisons. Meanwhile,
in reference to the zoomed ROI image on the vertebral body,
many tissue textures were retained in the denoising process of
the CPCE-3D approach.
The denoising effect of the PT-WGAN (MSE) exhibits a
certain improvement compared with that of the CPCE-3D.
In terms of the four quantitative metrics, namely, PSNR,
NRMSE, RFSIM, and VIF, our network achieved the best
results, as shown in Table III. After being processed by the
PT-WGAN (MSE), the low-dose images demonstrated approx-
imately the same metabolic activity of abdominal parenchymal
organs (for example, the liver and spleen), and bone (for
example, the vertebral body) as the normal-dose images, as
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. When ROIs were focused on, there
are more tissue textures in the denoised images of the PT-
WGAN (MSE) than that of the other networks, as shown in
Figs. 6 and 7. In summary, the PT-WGAN (MSE) greatly
reduced the noise while maintaining the nearest approximation
of visual image quality to the normal-dose image. Hence,
the proposed PT-WGAN (MSE) provides the potential for
evaluating the normal metabolism of the human body with
an 80% radiotracer dose reduction.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
The novel features of the proposed network include the well-
designed structure aided by the noise reduction loss term and
the task-specific initialization based on transfer learning.
It is important to reduce the loss of details while denoising
low-dose PET image volumes. We introduced 3D deconvo-
lutional operators to recover the details discarded by 3D
convolution. Then, we introduced skip connections between
the corresponding layers to make the best tradeoff between
noise suppression and detail preservation. There were not
only 3D but also 2D convolutional operators. It is practical
to use both 3D contextual and planar information for low-
dose PET image denoising. The use of hybrid 2D and 3D
convolutional operators is beneficial for saving computational
resources while maintaining the denoising performance.
Generating a normal-dose image volume from a low-dose
image volume is the ultimate goal. However, achieving it
perfectly is impossible; therefore, in practice, we only attempt
to generate the image volume that is as close to the normal-
dose image volume as possible. The denoising results of [33]
achieved excellent quality by taking advantage of a GAN.
However, the authenticity of the images generated by GANs
can be problematic if not well constrained. Furthermore, the
training of a GAN is very challenging. To address these issues,
we proposed a task-specific initialization based on transfer
learning coupled with the MSE loss, and our approach was
shown to demonstrate success.
For task-specific initialization, we used the parameters of
a pretrained CNN model to initialize the parameters of the
generator of the PT-WGAN. The reasonable starting point
transferred from the pretrained model enabled a well-informed
training process of the PT-WGAN. The parameters of the
pretrained network were proven to be a good starting point that
was close to the optimal point for the PT-WGAN and made
the optimization more feasible. While the training difficulty
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Fig. 7. Denoising results include the original image, the zoomed ROI marked by the red rectangle on the vertebral body image, and the error map image
of different networks. The blue arrow indicates the vertebral body. PSNR and RFSIM are shown in the corresponding image. From left to right: normal-dose
image; low-dose image; RED-CNN; DCNN; CPCE-3D; and PT-WGAN (MSE)
of a CNN is low, that of a GAN is high. The task-specific
initialization based on a transfer learning strategy overcomes
the training difficulty of GANs. Based on the common char-
acteristics of underlying images, we transferred a pretrained
CNN model to a GAN, which made the training process of
the GAN efficient. This kind of task-specific initialization is
an efficient and heuristic approach. Notably, the performance
of the proposed network with knowledge transferred from
the pretrained network was better than that of the proposed
network trained directly. The experimental results described
above have demonstrated that the use of task-specific initial-
ization can simultaneously reduce the training difficulty and
improve the performance and the training efficiency of the
proposed network.
We believe that the effect of network-based image denoising
is related to the width and depth. How to optimize the network
topology is a question worthy of further study. With the de-
velopment of GANs, an increasing number of well-structured
GAN networks have emerged. Among them, WGAN is not
necessarily the best. Therefore, there is still considerable room
for the development of denoising methods for low-dose PET
imaging that can be achieved by developing more advanced
networks than what was proposed here. Meanwhile, a re-
versible neural network needs to be developed since mapping
the normal-dose PET image from the corresponding low-dose
image is an ill-posed problem. The reversible neural network
may provide a better solution. Finally, the performance of
supervised PET image denoising via deep learning critically
depends on the quantity of labeled data, and self-supervised
learning can help further. The use of self-supervised learning
for PET image denoising will be our next step.
In conclusion, we proposed a parameter-transferred Wasser-
stein generative adversarial network (PT-WGAN) for low-dose
PET image denoising. The experimental results on clinical
data show that the proposed network can suppress image
noise more effectively while preserving better image fidelity
than three selected state-of-the-art methods. Further work is
in progress to improve the performance of low-dose PET
denoising.
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